EVENT SCHEDULE

9:00 am  Welcome, Katherine Chia
9:05 am  Announcement of the
         Mark and Gloria Charness Fellowship Winner
9:10 am  Introduction of the Keynote Speaker, Dr. Chris Schatschneider
9:15 am  Keynote Address
         Dr. Yaacov Petscher
         TITLE: 3X2(9Z)4A
10:10 am  Frank Johnson, Chair, Psychology,
          Presentation of the Grad Made Good Award
10:15 am  Break

MORNING ORAL PRESENTATIONS (Moderated by Katherine Chia)

10:20 am  Douglas Kievit (Social)
          Trolling for Likes: Approval-Seeking Motives
          Fuel Political Hostility
10:40 am  Elyssa Geer (Developmental)
          A Meta-Analysis of the Relation Between
          Spatial Anxiety and Spatial Skills
11:00 am  Caitlyn Edwards (Neuroscience)
          Sex And Metabolic State Interact to Influence Expression
          of Passive Avoidance Behavior
11:20 am  Connor Hasty (Social)
          War and Peace: How Leadership Preferences Change
          with Intergroup Conflict
11:40 am  Lunch Break

AFTERNOON ORAL PRESENTATIONS (Moderated by Nandrea Burrell)

12:10 pm  Danielle Benthem (Neuroscience)
          Impaired Hippocampal-Cortical Interactions During Sleep
          in a Mouse Model of Alzheimer’s Disease.
12:30 pm  Isaac Mirzadegan (Clinical)
          Development of a Novel Measure to Assess Engagement
          with Parenting Education Resources
12:50 pm  Qiushan Liu (Developmental)
          The Impact of Executive Function on Solving Arithmetic
          Problems in Intermixed Sequence

DATA DISCUSSIONS

12:10 pm  Data Discussion Session 1 Lauren Harris, Katherine Chia,
          Nandrea Burrell, Rachel Conlon, Mia Daucourt, James Brown,
          Sam Caton, Emma Altgelt, Olivia Breedin
12:30 pm  Data Discussion Session 2 Karl Wisemann, Alexandria
          Meyer, Ashley Edwards, Rachel Eligio, Katie Day,
          Kristina Chamberlin, Sierra Peters, Dorota Kossowska-Kuhn
12:50 pm  Data Discussion Session 3 Heather Rawlinson, Valeria Rigobon,
          Dana Santangelo, Jeffrey Shero, Austin Gallyer, Alexis Perrini
          Jessica Simon, Vincenzo Olivett, Jordan Turner

1:10 pm   Break

DATA BLITZ VIDEOS AND DATA DISCUSSIONS

To view uploaded videos, please visit this link: https://psy.fsu.edu/GRD_videos/